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Compared to the, the GTX 1060 has amazing overclocking potential In this setup we are using on Claymore’s Dual Ethereum
AMD+NVIDIA GPU Miner v9.. There is an interesting new Chinese company called Octominer that is apparently focusing on
the GPU mining market by offering a specialized mining motherboard for 8 GPU mining rigs.. GTX 1060 6GB Stock and
Overclocked The GTX 1060 6GB features okay stock frequencies, but the real fun starts with overclocking.. System power
draw is 35w The card memory can be overclocked up to 4,700 MHz* (+925), which makes Ethereum hashrate reach the 23.. 5
cm or thinner, so all 2 slot thickness cards should fit, 2 5 slot cards might also fit, but very tightly and there could be some
trouble with cooling them.. It is however an expensive device and still hard to get with a minimum purchase quantity of 20 units
and all batches already sold through the end of March.. Gigabyte GeForce GTX 1060 6GB Mining Performance Overclocked If
you are a small crypto miner and not a large mining operation you may find it very hard to acquire up to date Bitcoin ASIC
miners as the demand is still pretty high and the wait time is long.. There is no way around that, so in this article I will be
reviewing the GTX 1060 3GB merely in the context of zCash mining.

It is a closed source miner, available for both Windows and Linux operating systems and comes with a 2% dev fee included
(optional, though disabling it apparently removes some optimizations).. Bitmain has already sold all of their production up until
the end of March, so when they release a new batch it will be scheduled for delivery sometime in April earliest.. The Octominer
B8PLUS motherboard has 8x full size PCI-E slots spaced decently enough to eliminate the need to use PCI-E riser boards.. By
lowering the power target you will see how the hashrate goes down too; however, hashrate drop is really low compared to power
savings.. 6, EWBF’s CUDA Zcash miner, Nvidia Optimised Ethminer and Nicehash Ethereum hashrate on stock settings is 19
Mh/s with a power consumption of 100W.

Bitmain AntMiner S9 (13 5 THS) Bitmain is the most popular name among the ASIC manufacturers and probably the biggest
one as well and even they are struggling to have stock of the they produce.. Zcash Mining Calculator and Profit Jul 8, 2017 -
Make sure you keep an eye on the review date first! Another fact that seems to affect hashrate is the type of miner you're using..
The miner does come with SSL support as well as Nicehash support, has some interesting extra features, though it is still very
easy to use.. They are still yet to start shipping their first devices in March this year and you cannot currently preorder units on
their website with new batches probably to be available for April earliest.. Sadly, the GTX 1060 3GB version does not work
with Ethereum As you probably know, 3GB GPUs cannot longer store the DAG file, which keeps.

There is also an API and a web-based interface available for monitoring of your mining rigs that can be quite useful, so go and
give it a try and report your results.. The manufacturer suggests that the motherboard is suitable for any Nvidia or AMD GPU
that is 4.. According to its developers and most users that have tried the Bminer already it is the fastest publicly available
Equihash miner for Nvidia GPUs and we can confirm that our initial impressions are showing a better local hashrate compared
to the alternatives mentioned.. If you find helpful and useful information you can support us by donating altcoins or Bitcoin
(BTC) to: 1AxbMZwtcmCByrHiaWwhse5r6ea1YgBwk1 ETH: 0x8d785ff337046444d8afbac169bcb7c0adfb3266 - LTC:
LPYFPK7dL1uEtwrAteLmxs7w8Je446gAAJ - ZEC: t1gg5rWxeMBMsyDRMrq5PJdFLiWQ86LGggi.. So any new alternatives
such as Bminer that are being actively improved and developed are more than welcome for the users and the crypto community
as well.. As it happens with most GPUs, hashrate is also affected by the type of VRAM used,.

By cutting power usage by -30% (70%) you lose only 0 3 MH/s, which means that now your card will output 23.. This is a blog
for crypto currency miners and users of Bitcoin (BTC), Litecoin (LTC), Ethereum (ETH), ZCash (ZEC) and many others..
Enter your mining rig's hash rate and the CoinWarz Zcash calculator will use the current difficulty and exchange rate to.. Halong
Mining DragonMint 16T Miner (16 THS) is a newcomer that just recently announced their plans to enter the Bitcoin ASIC
miner market to try and fight with the market dominance that BitMain already has.. Ebang Ebit Miner E10 (18 THS) Ebang’s
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Ebit miners are mostly popular in Asian countries, though they are trying to get to a wider market and their latest announcement
of a 10 nm ASIC miner – the E10 made some waves.. Bminer comes as an alternative to the, the development of which has been
stalled for a while already, as well as the more recent that looks promising and is actively being developed, but still lacks some
features such as failover pool support for example.. Card’s working temperature is 68C (154 4 F) Gigabyte GeForce GTX 1060
6GB Mining Performance Stock Clocks.. Bminer is a relatively new miner for Nvidia GPUs for mining cryptocurrencies using
the Equihash algorithm such as Zcash (ZEC).. It is interesting to note that the S9 has started shipping in the summer of 2016 and
is still their top product.. 7 – 25 Mh/s mark While this will drive power consumption to 120 W, this will still make the card
more profitable to mine, considering today’s Ethereum price and mining difficulty, and electricity cost of $ 0.. So if you have a
Compute Capability 5 0 or newer Nvidia GPU used for mining you might want to give Bminer a go and see if it will work better
for you.. At the moment there are pretty much 4 main manufacturers of Bitcoin ASIC miners that sell to end users and in small
quantities and as you might expect they do not have anything in stock as the wait time is in months.. 1 per KW/h At this point, it
is worth mentioning that the GTX 1060 fan does a great job by keeping the card at 56C with 65%.. If you manage to find an
ASIC miner is stock the chances are the price will be significantly higher as they are being resold with serious profit by people
that prefer to make money this way instead of mining with the devices.. Even with electricity cost of $ 0 1 per KW/h this setup
is more profitable than leaving the power target at 100%.. The card can be further overclocked up to 10 GHz which will result
in better hashrate, but this proved to be unstable.. (*) This can be achieved only by using the MSI Afterburner utility or similar
GTX 1060 6GB – Underpowered For those of you who live in Connecticut, New Jersey or other places where electricity is
rather expensive, you might prefer to lower the power target of the card in addition to overclocking it.. The motherboards uses
SO-DIMM DDR4 memory and comes with M-SATA slot for an SSD memory and a sATA interface for an external HDD or
SSD drive that you need to buy separately of course.. Their latest AvalonMiner 821 was announced in December last year and
just started shipping its first batches for people that have preordered early.. Some people noticed that EWBF performs better
than Nicehash when it comes to zCash mining.. You can currently preorder AvalonMiner 821 for shipping/delivery in the
second half of March, so you can probably get these a bit earlier than if you wait to preorder an AntMiner.. Copyright
©2014-2018 - - All About BTC, LTC, ETH mining as well as other alternative crypto currencies.. Besides, lowering the power
target drops the GPU temperature to 58C (136 F), which means that you can turn off the fan safely so the card becomes 100%
silent.. • NVIDIA CUDA® Cores: 1024 • Frame Buffer: 3 GB GDDR5 Hashrate and Performance It’s time to get to the meat
of the review – the hashrates.. Furthermore the motherboard comes with integrated Intel mobile CPU with built-in graphics.. 5 –
24 7 Mh/s while drawing 80 Watts from the wall Make sure you leave the memory clock at 4,700 MHz* (+925).. Canaan
AvalonMiner 821 (11 THS) Canaan has been making their Avalon miners for years, though they were a bit slower in terms of
specifications as compared to Bitmain and not as popular among end user miners. e10c415e6f 
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